Triad Behavioral Health for Temple

SPECIAL PRICING

Triad Behavioral Health provides Temple University students generous discounts on exclusive Social Work Study Packages.

SOCIAL WORK PACKAGES

Social Work Exam Prep - Live Instruction

Regular Price: $425 | Your Price: $255

A comprehensive package that gives you all the pieces you need to be successful on the ASWB National Social Work Bachelors Level Exam with the added benefit of live instruction and coaching check-ins.

- Study volumes and materials covering the critical content of the Clinical Exam
- Practice with hundreds of sample questions in a variety of mock exams and quiz types
- Hypnosis Lectures to manage your exam anxiety
- Social Work Exam Strategies and Content Review Online Workshop
- Critical Thinking Skills for Test-Taking Success Online Workshop
- Coaching Check-In Sessions help keep you organized, accountable, and motivated
- AATBS Pass Guarantee

Social Work Exam Prep - Self-Study

Regular Price: $225 | Your Price: $140

A comprehensive package that gives you all the essential pieces you need to pass the ASWB National Social Work Bachelors Level Exam and the tools to create and follow your own study plan.

- Essential materials to study and learn on your own schedule
- Package includes study volumes and additional study tools to master Bachelors Exam content
- Basic access to our mock exam program and access to hundreds of sample questions
- Hypnosis Lectures to manage your exam anxiety
- AATBS Pass Guarantee

Individual Study Materials (Special Pricing for Temple University Students)

Options Include:
- Workshops
- Bundles
- Flashcards
- Study Volumes
- TestMaster (Mock Exams)
- Reference Charts
- DSM5 Guides
- One-on-One Coaching

Contact Jared Marcellus at Triad to Redeem your Exclusive Offer:
208.352.7589 | jared.marcellus@triadhq.com
Offer Expires 12/31/2020